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Faith School: Up and Running 

 

 

Faith School has been serving now for two months.  

Four children are enrolled, but one of them is currently 

in the hospital; pray for her. 

 

Steve and Getenet were there early in January, 

helping to put the finishing touches on the school as 

well as providing in-servicing for the teaching staff.  

Since the students are all under 10 with intellectual 

disabilities and they have never had the opportunity to 

attend school, getting ready for them was an important 

task.  We began with open houses, inviting their 

mothers to come and help their children get used to the 

school.  The mothers were thrilled that their children 

now had opportunities to learn that they never had 

before.  Some shed tears; others said they could now 

get jobs to help support their families while their 

children are in school. 

 
The children are quickly learning the ropes of being 
students.  They spend time with learning materials  
focused on language, perceptual, fine motor, and 
cognitive development.  Moreover, they are happy to 
be part of Faith School; their smiles tell the story. 

 

 

The start of Faith School has occurred at a very 

critical time in the history of Ethiopia.  Recently the 

Prime Minister resigned, and there are often city-wide 

strikes and stoppages.  We had a challenge getting 

the permit, and the local board came up with creative 

and successful ideas so that the current political 

instability has not kept the school from starting and 

continuing.  Please pray for the political situation in 

Ethiopia and peace for its people. 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------Get  Involved-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 For more information, reach us at ethiofaithusa@gmail.com or go to the website: www.ethiofaith.org 

 Pray for the hospitalized student and for the situation in Ethiopia at this time of political transition 

 Give on-line at www.ethiofaith.org 

 Mail a check to EthiofaithUSA; 3500 Eastview Dr. NE, Grand Rapids, MI  49525

mailto:ethiofaithusa@gmail.com
http://www.ethiofaith.org/


 


